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PREPARATIVE 
COSMETICS FOR FACE 

AND BODY
1. VICHY AQUALIA THERMAL
I bought this paraben free cream after summer vacation because I was attracted with the name its self. Since water is the 

basis for life, it only makes sense that a quality water source can influence the health of the body, including the skin which 

is the body’s largest organ. Thermal water has been known to improve the condition of the skin, relieving irritation, redness 

and itching associated with minor skin conditions. I spend my summer vacation at Island Susak (Croatia, Europe). It is 

practically desert island, only sand and sea, no asphalt or cars, pure nature as it is. Two weeks of sun, salt, sand and my 

skin is very thirsty. This rich but very light formula completely calmed my sensitive face skin, leaving it soft and balanced. 

Pure holy grail product! 
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